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This paper lends fresh support to the hypothesisthat large angular displacementsof the
earth's rotation axis relative to the entire mantle have occurredon a geologicaltime scale,
owing to the gradual redistribution (or decay or manufacture) of density inhomogeneities
within the earth by the same conveetive processesthat are responsiblefor eontinental drift.
The first of our three contributions is a pedagogic theorem that rigorously illustrates this
mechanism of polar wandering for a 'quasi-rigid body.' That theorem states that any slow
changesin shape of such a body preserve as an adiabatic invariant the solid angle traced out
by its angular momentum vector as viewed from its principal axes. Thus, if the body were
once set spinning about the axis with the greatest moment of inertia, it would always continue
to spin almost exactly about the same principal axis no matter how that axis moves through
the deforming body. The second and main contribution is our refutation of the widely accepted notion that the earth's figure showsunmistakable signs of the faster spin rate of the
past. If correct, the degree of permanenceof the rotation bulge so inferred by G. J. F. MacDonald (1063, 1065) and D. P. McKenzie (1066) would have been an effective impediment
against any significantpolar wanderingof the earth as a whole. However, we showhere that,
after subtraction of the hydrostatic flattening, the remaining or nonhydrostaticpart of the
earth's inertia ellipsoidis distinctly triaxial. Such a triaxial shape,as well as the coincidence
of the present rotation axis with the principal axis having the largest of the nonhydrostatic
momentsof inertia, is indeed to be expectedof any randomly evolving,nearly sphericalobject without too much 'memory' for its past axis of rotation. Finally, we discussbriefly some
statisticalaspectsof polar wanderingon the assumptionthat the earth is suchan object.

INTRODUCTION'

The wealth of recent evidence on the drift of
the earth's continents relative to one another

seems to have obscured the role of polar
wandering as a distinct though complementary
phenomenon.One is tempted to say: If the
continentsdo drift, won't the samemechanism
displacethem also with respectto the rotation
pole?
Such intuition, it seemsto us, is at once a

truism, a fallacy, and a fairly profoundobservation. (1) It is a truism in the sensethat, as
reckoned from any given continental block
sliding relative to its neighbors,some shifting
of the pole position is almost inevitable. (2)
It is a fallacy because,as is likewisewell known,
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such ambiguitiesare far from the whole story:
The pole position averagedover several continents appears to have moved roughly 90ø

during the past 300 or 500 m.y., whereasthe
angles through which most continents have
drifted or turned relative to each other are not

necessarilyso large. We find it difficult to regard this grosspolar wanderingsimply as an
aggravatedversionof the ordinary continental
drift, for that would require the mantle conveerionto possessan additional componentof
truly global amplitudeand scaleof coherence.
(3) And yet, both the major polar wandering
and the relative drift of the continentsprobably do sharea commonexplanation.That basic
cause indeed seems to be the limited

mantle

convectionthat is usually associatedonly with
the differentialmotion of the eontinentsI
To be specific, we suspect that the pole
wanderschieflybecauseof slight rotational imbalancesresultingfrom graduallychangingden-
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sity inhomogeneities
within the convectingparts
of the mantle. This suggestionis by no means
novel. In principle, at least, the same has already beenexpoundedby Gold [1955], Burgers
[1955], Munk [1956, 1958], Inglis [1957], and
Munl• and MacDonald [1960a], and by Darwin
in his classicpaper of 1877.
Even the extensivesummaryof suchprevious
studiesin chapter12 of Munk and MacDonald's
[1960b] book, however, preceded (1) most
of the geopotentialinformation now available
from satellites, and (2) the increasinglypersuasiveargumentsin favor of mantle convection to which we have already alluded. There
has been surprisinglylittle emphasison how
well these additional facts complement the
earlier theoreticalconsiderations,
and vice versa.
On the contrary, the excessof the measured
secondzonal harmonicof the geopotentialover
its hydrostaticallyrequiredvalue has sincebeen
repeatedlyinterpreted [MacDonald, 1963,1965;
McKenzie, 1966; Kaula, 1967] as indicating
that the mantle possesses
somethinglike a 107year 'memory'for the faster rotation rate of
the past. As implied already by Munk and
MacDonald [1960b] and noted explicitly by
McKenzie [1966], such a degreeof permanence
of the main rotationalbulgewould indeedhave
precluded any significantpolar wandering by
the major part of the mantle. Thus, whoever
acceptsthe memoryis left with the unpalatable
task of explaininghow a relatively thin shell
carryingthe variouscontinentsand oceanbasins
has managed to slide, comparatively intact, a
full 90ø with respectto the underlying mantle.
The main objective of the present paper is
to challengethis 'fossilbulge' interpretation and
thereby reopenthe theoreticaldiscussion.
Before
doing that, however, let us review the basic
mechanismfor a type of rotating object whose
polar wanderingcanbe demonstratedrigorously.

Presumably,any convectionwithin the nearly
of the earth occurs without

nonethelessevolves with time owing to pre-

scribed internal processesor motions. For
brevity, we will call suchan objecta quasirigid body.In what follows,we assumethat its
rate of evolutionis very slow in comparisonto
both its rotation and its free nutation,and that
it experiences
no net externaltorque.

On any short-termbasis,our quasi-rigid
body
is almostindistinguishable
from a truly rigid
objectin freerotation.Like the truly rigidbody,
it is capableof Euleriannutationsabouteither
the principalaxiswith the largestof the three
momentsof inertia, or that with the smallest.
What concernsus here, however,is the longterm behaviorrepresentedby the question:If
the quasi-rigidbody had a possiblyfinite nutationamplitudeat the outset,andif subsequently
its shapechangedgradually,what would that
amplitudehave becomeat somelater time?
This questionis analogousto the classical
problemof a particle oscillatingin a slowly
time-varyingone-dimensional
potentialwell tel.
Kulsrud, 1957; Lenard, 1959; Landau and
Li)•shitz,1960]. As in that problem,our answer
involves an 'adiabatic invariant,' namely some

property of the motion that is conservedto
exponential accuracy in the small parameter
representingthe typical rate of changeof the
grosspropertiesof the body. The adiabaticinvariant in the presentcaseturns out to be the
solidanglesweptout by the angularmomentum
vector as viewed from the instantaneousprin-

cipal axes of inertia. This impliesthat, if the
axis of rotation of the quasi-rigidbody did once
coincidewith its major axis of inertia, then

(subject to certain restrictionsto be stated
later) it will always continueto do so to high
accuracy, regardlessof where that principal
axis may have shifted relative to the 'geog-

raphy.' And that indeedis an exampleof polar

QuAs•-Rm•DBODYANDI?S POLAa

solid mantle

idealizedbody whoseshapeor configuration
is
completely
unaffected
by its rotation,but which

much

regard for the geographicorientationof its rotation axis. There might be a slight bias because
this convection takes place within a spheroid
rather than a sphere,but all Coriolisforcesmust
be utterly negligible.For this reason, it is instructive to considerthe polar wanderingof an

wandering.
Six independentfunctions of time suiTiceto
describethe entire dynamical effect of the internal deformations of our quasi-rigid body.
Three of those functionsare the principal mo-

ments.of inertia, A (t•) _< B (t•) _< C (t•), reckoned from the center of mass. They and the

respectiveaxes are determinedby the mass
distribution at every instant. The other three

functions,h•(t), h,(t•), and h3(t•),are the corn-
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ponents of any excess or 'relative' angular
momentum

associated with

material

motions
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lished generallyby Lenard [1959] and Gardner
[1959]. The Itamiltonian is

relative to these mobile principal axes [cf.
Munk and MacDonald, 1960b,pp. 9-11]. They 3•(q, p; t) -- (H2/2)x.D(t).[x- 2•(t)] (6)
can likewisebe regardedas prescribedfunctions
of time in the present context. They arise be- and the generalizedcoordinateq and its conjugate
cause the momentsA, B, C, and the com- momentum p are
ponents•2,(t) of the angularvelocityof rotation
of the aforementionedprincipal axes do not
alone define the angular momentum when the

body is not truly rigid. For instance,there may
be internal motions,and consequentlya net angular momentum,even when the principal axes
happento be stationary.
The componentsof the total angular momentum I-I, resolvedwith respectto the trio of
principal axes,are thus

s,(•) = •,(•)•,(0

+ •,(0

(•)

if we write I• -- A, I, -- B, and I, -- C, for
short. As viewed from space, H remains invariant, but in this rotating system

in terms of a co-latitude 0 and longitudek such
that

sin • cos k

sin 0 sin k

(S)

X2 -- COS0

We leave it for the reader to verify that the
canonicalequations

•q/•t = a•/ap

•p/•t = -a•c/aq

(•)

are then completelyequivalentto vector equa-

dr•/dt = • • a

(•)

Now let

x,(t)= •,(•)/•

(•)

•,(t) = •,(t)/•/
where H = [HI. The eliminationof l'• from

tion 4.

As Lenard and Gardner do, we suppose•C to
be differenttableto all orders with respect to
q, p, and t. Also, as they do, we assumethat 3•
is time-independentat least for short intervals
immediately before t - 0 and following t -T • 0. We further assumethat •(q, p; t) =

F(q, p; t/T), or that the mannerof changeof

equations 1 and 2 then yields the following the parametersmay be divorcedfrom its rate.
version of what Munk and MacDonald call the
And finally--although not without qualification-we note that Lenard's explicit requireLiouville equation:
ments that

dx/dt = x x D(t). [x -- •(t)]

(4)

Here D(t) representsa diagonal tensor with
components

'the •

--

constant

curves form a

family of concentricsimple closedcurvesin the
(q, p) plane'and that '• is a monotoneincreasing
[or decreasing] function along the outward
normal to the curves' (for any fixed t) are also
met here.

[i)(t)],,:

[n/z,(t)] •,,

(b)

This last sentencemust be qualified slightly
becauseour (q, p) coordinatesrefer to locations
For arbitrary distortionsof the quasi-rigidbody,
on a sphere.The present• = constant curves
thesetwo equationsdescribefully the trajectory
are in fact the intersectionsof the (constant
of the direction vector x(t) on the unit sphere
energy)ellipsoids
affixedto its principal axes.
We would now like to point out that the (x• - •)•/•
+ (x• - •)•/•
samedynamicscan alsobe describedvia certain
conjugate variables and a Hamiltontan and
-1-(xs -- as)•/C = const. (10)
that therefore the motion of x(t) belongs in a
class of one-degree-of-freedom
problems whose with the unit spherex•• -F x• -F x••-- 1. If only
adiabatic invariants have already been estab- for this reason,they must divide into at least
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two familiesof simpleclosedcurves.
• In a local
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In the present context, the nearly invariant

sense,each of those encircles one stable fixed

point on the sphere.Suchmultiplicity was not
explicitly foreseen either by Lenard or by
Gardner.Their proofsstill apply, however,pro-

•pdq--Hf (1--cost))
dk (12)

is simply H times the solid angle enclosedby
the motion x(t) when periodic. This simple
remain associated
with only a given'fixed'point,
result does more than just comment on the
even though that point itself may shift with
nutation. It appliesequally to polar wandering,
time. Fortunately, this requirement is best
as emphasizedby its following corollary: If a
checkedretrospectively.
oncerigid body, initially in pure rotation about
The only other qualificationis almost trivial'
its principalaxiswith the largestof threeunequal
Both Lenard and Gardner stipulated 'closed
momentsof inertia, were transformedgradually
curvesin the (q, p) plane.'This is not quite the
into a new rigid shape by internal processes
sameas closedcurveson the sphere,for q or X
alone, its subsequentrotation axis would still
would changeby 2•r around any curve separatcoincidealmost exactly with that 'most prining the two coordinatepoles.That difficultycan,
cipal' axis of inertia, whereverthat may have
however, be circumvented (at least for small
shi]ted.•In other words,if no Eulerian wobble
enoughnutationamplitudes)simplyby a differ- had existed at the outset, and if all changes
ent choice of the main axis of reference (cf.
occurredslowly,hardly any wobblewouldhave
equation8).
been excited in the process.Yet the rotation
With these reservations,the adiabatic in- pole itself could have been displacedthrough
variance proved by those earlier authors can an unlimited angle relative to most of the
now be paraphrasedas follows: Let Jo and J, material.
denotethe valuesof the actionintegralf p dq
We end this rather abstract discussion with
associatedwith some arbitrary trajectory x(t) an offshoot of Gold's [1955] example of a
of the quasi-rigidbody before t - 0 and after beetleon a perfectrotating sphere.(That origit - T, respectively.Then, regardlessof any nal exampleis slightly singular,since the two
further details of the evolution of that body larger momentsof inertia,are then equal.) Induring0 <( t <( T, the difference
steadof the singlebeetle,we supposeherethat
vided that

we limit

ourselves to motions that

a colony of N beetlesinhabits the surfaceof
the sphere and that each beetle crawls along
for every positiven as T--• c•. In other words, some random path determinedonly by itself.
althoughfp dqmay not be an exactinvariant, These goings-onare caricaturedin Figure 1,
it is conservedto remarkableaccuracywhen where the gridwork on the sphere represents
a prescribedtotal changeof body parameters meridians and circles of latitude dating from
occurs sufficiently slowly. (Unfortunately, like somepast epoch.That combinedsystemis inmostother adiabaticinvariants,this asymptotic deed a quasi-rigidbody by our definition.
result doesnot itself define'sufficientlyslowly.'
The most interesting thing about this picIt seemsclear, however,that the implied com- turesqueexampleis not that the axes of inerti•
parisonhere refersto the slowestof the nutations (and therefore the rotation axis) will shift with
experiencedat any stage of a given evolution.) time. It is rather that the rate of movement of
such axes, as viewed from the sphere, exceeds
' In any mantle convection, the dimensionless the net speedsof the beetles themselvesby a

[J• -- Jo[ = O(T-")

(11)

'relative' momenta at would be only of order
(lcm/yr)/(300m/sec)
--• 10-•". This is much less

than even the smallest relative

difference of order

10-5 between the various moments o[ inertia It o[
the earth. With suchparameters,the 5C = constant
curves for the quasi-rigid body would be o,fiy
slight variants of the usual angular momentum
paths found during the free rotation of a strictly
rigid asymmetric body [cf. Landau and Lifshitz,
1960, Fig. 51], and the curve families would consist
of the usual four.

factor of the order of N TM.This estimate stems
from the fact that much of the correlation with

2 Strictly speaking,this application of our theorem requires that a finite differencebe maintained
at all times between the largest and the intermediate moments of inertia, lest the relevant
nutation become unduly sluggish. This limitation
is probably only formal.

POLAR
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the grosspropertiesof an earlierbug distribution shouldbe lost by the time a typical creature has coveredthe distanceto its neighbor;
by thenthe 'mostprincipal'axisoughtto have
shiftedthrough an angle of the order of 90ø.
For largeN, this is an importantreminderthat
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evolutionof the quasi-rigidbody.Likewise,any
rotational bulge involvingonly elasticor truly
hydrostaticdeparturesfrom a sphereshouldbe
relatively unimportant,sinceit seemsclear that
'a rapidly spinning rubber ball would orient
itself relative to the rotational axis in accord-

even very modest relative displacementsof
material in (or on) an almostsphericalobject

ance with tiny surface markings,' to quote

canresultin a truly large-scale
polarwandering.

The only major uncertainty, as the same
authors have abundantly emphasized,arises
from thoselong-termpropertiesof the mantle

(Needlessto say, the movementsof the beetles
must be very slow,if their cumulativeeffecton
the rotationis to be significant.To establisha
criterion,let fi be the ratio of the massesof a
typical bug and of the sphere.Then the instantaneousmomentsof inertia of the sphere

Munk [1958].

which determine the ease with which its rota-

tionalbulgecouldhaveadapteditselfto a gradually changing axis of rotation. (This very
questionrepresentsa departure from the con-

plus passengers
will differ from eachother by cept of a quasi-rigidbody, for which it made
fractionsof the order N•/•fi, and the typical no senseto askwhethera givenchangeof shape
nutationperiodwill be (N•/2•)-• timesthat of was 'easy'or difficult.In the caseof the earth,
the rotation. If even this time is to be short in
however,where only mass inhomogeneities
in
comparisonwith the time-scale of drift of the
excessof the dynamicallyrequired flattening
axesof inertia, the hypotheticalinsectsmust be seema plausiblecauseof polar wandering,the
forbidden to crawl more than a fraction of a
degreeof permanence
of anygiven--androughly
radianduringfi-• revolutions.)
100 times larger--equatorialbulge is clearly of
The polarwanderingof our quasi-rigid
body great interest.) Unfortunately, the evidencerehasbeenintendedmainlyto illustratethe pre- lating to this questionis still very sparse.For
sumedfundamentals
of the polarwanderingof instance,sinceany mantle convectionor modal
the earthitself.The earthdiffersfrom a quasi- dampingmay be--and every exampleof postrigid body in that it is both dissipativeand glacialuplift certainlyis--relatively shallow,it
flabby.Yet, thosedifferences
maynotbesignifi- is not at all clear that the valuesof viscosity,
cant.The dissipation
(coupled
with the ability etc., so deducedapply to the major parts of
to flexona rotationtimescale)wouldobviously the mantle. Nor has solid-statetheory yet protendto dampthe Chandlerwobble,but we have vided sufficientlyfirm parameters; arguments
already seen that. hardly any such nutation have been advancedboth for and againstthe
about the C axis is excitedduring the slow deep mantle possessinga finite permanent
strength. Only satellite measurementsof the

geopotentialhave furnishedsignificantinformation. But eventhat information,as we are about
to show,has been somewhatmisinterpreted.
•ONI-IYDROSTATIC MOMENTS OF INERTIA
OF

The bit of mischief we would now like to

rectify concernsdata about which there remain

little disagreement.
Thesedata consistprimarily
of the coefficients

C2o
=--484.2]

C222.41
X10
-6
•2•

Fig. 1. A quasi-rigid
body.

(13)

-- 1.4

[cf. Kaula, 1966; Wagner,1966] of the three
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significant
l -- 2 termsin the familiarspherical

stant

harmonicexpansion

H = [C- «(B + A)]/C __--•
1/305.6

V -- (GM/r) I -[- •

l=2

m=O

(a/r)Zls•,•(sin
r))

(17)

gave

'[(•m
cos
mk
-!-•m
sin
mk]}(14)

C/Ma•' = J2o/H• 0.3308 (18)

Henriksen[1960] appearsto have beenthe
first
to use essentiallythis datum to estimate
for the geopotential,
as determinedfrom satelthe
hydrostatic
flattening.He assumed
that the
lite orbit perturbations.
Here .•, X, and r are
ratio
C/Ma'--and,
of
course,
the
mass
and
volthe latitude,longitude,and radial distance,M
ume,
but
not
necessarily
the
polar
moment
C
is the earth's mass,a is its mean equatorial
nor the equatorial radius a nor the coefficient
radius,G is the gravitational
constant,
and the
constantH--of
•,• are associated
Legendrefunctionsnormal- J•o nor even the precessional
ized so that

sucha body would be the sameas that for the

[/•(sin
f0•r/2

existingearth. (This assumption
is defensible
because(1) the effectof massirregularities
on
that ratio shouldbe only of 0(10-'), and (2)

qb)]
•' cosqbdqb
= 2 -- •o•

(15)

even a complete subsidenceof the full rotation

or that the integral of the squareof every
surfaceharmonicover the unit sphereequals bulgeshouldaffectonly its last digit.) I-Ienriksen'spredictionwascorrected
slightlyby Jef4•r.
freys [1963], who concludedin effectthat the

The uncertainties
in the abovevaluesof
coefficientof the second zonal harmonic for a
(•,.,.,and •,.,.do not exceed
oneunit in the last truly fluid earth shouldbe
decimalplace. (To the sameaccuracy,the
measured
(•,aand•,., arebothzero,consistent(d2o)oqu,,.
= --(479.54- 0.2)X 10-' (19)

with the smallness of the observed Chandler

has beenfurtherexamined
by
wobble.)Thesecoefficients
areintimatelyrelated The question
to the differences

Caputo
[19651.
His(d20)equil.
= (1082.7
-- 9.05)
X 10-•/x/5• 480.15X 10-•, obtained
by

using the same reasonable
assumptions
(as
opposedto caseslike J,.o = fixed that were also

considered
by him), is probablya better indi=
betweenthe principalmomentsA < B < C
of the present mass distribution of the earth.
They also imply that the axis with the least

cationoftheremaining
uncertainty
thanJeffreys'
errorestimate.
In whatfollows,
weuseJeffreys'

valueof ((•,.o).qu•,.
because
Caputo's
value
would only strengthenour case.
This, then, is the evidencefrom which stems

momentA coincidesroughlywith the intersecthewidelyheldnotionthat eventhenonhydrotion of the equatorialplane and the 15øWstatic
part of the earth'sfigureconsists
pre165øE meridionalplane.
dominantly
of
an
equatorial
bulge,
i.e.,
that
Likewisewell established
by nowis the differ-

it is reasonablyapproximatedby an oblate
ence betweenthe polar and the equatorial spheroid.
moments of inertia that the earth should exhibit
That characterization
is, however,false.To
if it were in completehydrostaticequilibrium see this, just imaginethat the earth's rotation
at its present rate of rotation. It is known

were halted and that the presentrotational
theoretically [e.g., Jeffreys, 1050] that this bulge,but nothingelse,wereallowedto subside.
flattening dependsstrongly on the assumed
The coefficients
C•.o,(•-., and •,. wouldthen
mean moment of inertia and only weakly on become
higher-ordermomentsof the mass distribution.

Seismic
modelshavelongsufficed
for the latter,
but the former became known to sufficient accuracy only with the satellite determination of

J•o.This, combinedwith the precessional
con-

C20= d20 (d20)equil.
= 4.7
-

•q'
22

•q•

114
24jx

(20)
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except for negligible higher-ordercorrections, Admittedly, the positive difference C' -and the corresponding
momentsof inertia A', •(B' •- A') -- 10.5 X 10-' Ma 2 is still someand this indeedexceeds
B', C• would differ by the almost equal incre- thing like an oblateness,
the difference B' -- A' between the two equa-

ments

(?--

B • -- 6.9 X 10-6Ma2

B• -- A_•= 7.2 X 10-6Ma •
From thosedifferences
alone,onewouldbe hard
pressedto describethe hypotheticalnonrotating
earth as either an oblate or a prolate spheroid.
In fact, it is no spheroidat all, but a good
exampleof a triaxial object!

torial moments.Yet, by the samereasoning,one
would also concludethat the excessof the 'prolateness'•(C • •- B•) -- A' -- 10.7 X 10-• Ma •
over C' -- B' indicatesa similar deficiencyof
matter

all around the 115øW-75øE

meridional

plane. No one has yet proposedthat such a
relative depressionhas anythingto do with some
past rotationaboutthe corresponding
equatorial
axis.

This concIusion would have come as no sur-

It seemsto us that a much sounderexplanaprise if we had instead been conditionedto tion of that preferenceof axis is the old sugregard the nonhydrostaticearth as a collection gestionthat the nonhydrostaticdensityinhomoof more or lessrandomdensityinhomogeneities. geneities(just as the beetleson the spherein
As an illustration,consideragainthe exampleof our quasi-rigidbody discussion)always 'steer'
Figure 1. Supposethere are ten beetleson that the rotation axis so as to maximize the resultsphere,distributedindependentlywith uniform ant polar moment of inertia. In other words,
probability. Treat them as equal point masses like Munk and MacDonald [1960a, p. 2171],
of randomly chosen sign (this treatment to we believe that
avoid any bias of dealing only with positive
the simplest hypothesis is that the present
mass 'inhomogeneities') and the sphere as
pole has in fact a position in accordancewith
homogeneous
and of vastly larger mass. It is
these unknown features [i.e., the inhomogeneithen a well-posedproblem to inquire about the
ties]. If during the geologic past these unknown features were differently distributed,
probability distribution of the ratio f -presumably the pole was in a different posi(C -- B)/(C -- A) of the principal moments
tion as well.
of the sphere plus beetles about their joint
Of course, unlike the beetles, those inhomocenter of mass. The histogram in Figure 2
answersthis questionnumerically; it is a record geneitieshave alsoto contendwith the deformaof 2000 such random realizationsperformed on

a computer.
Figure2 emphasizes
that it is Ioo
only the nearly oblate (fm

1) or the almost

prolate (f --• 0) random bodiesthat are com-

paratively
rare.
It is amusingthat even the moon, with • •
0.63 [cf. Koziel, 1967], is proportionatelymore
oblate than the nonhydrostatic earth, whose
-- ( C' -- B') / ( C' -- A') •-- 0.49 (orwhose

sO
6o

•"• 0.43,
using
Caputo's
estimate
ofthe4o
hydrostaticflattening).
In short, the only remarkable thing about
the object describedby equations21 is that its

•o

actualrotationcoincides
with the axiswith the

o

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
largest of the residualmomentsof inertia. At
first thought, either of the other two principal
(c-B)/(C-A)
axesmight have seemedan equally valid alterFig. 2. Distribution of the relative differences
native, sincethe much larger hydrostaticbulge
of the moments of inertia of 2000 nearly spheriis yet to be superposed.
cal random bodies. Counted vertically is the numBut even this doesnot imply that the earth ber of occurrencesof the ratio (C -- B)/(6' -- A)
exhibitsa clear excessof rotational flattening. in each interval.
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tion of their carrier by its rotation. But oncethe
'fossil bulge' argument is discardedas highly
suspect,there remains no empirical evidenceto
indicate that the mantle possesses
either sufficient viscosityor permanentstrengthto prevent
suchpolar wandering.
In a sense,our story ends here. However,
becausethe excessbulge hypothesishas become
rooted rather firmly in geophysicalthoughtand
because the errors involved seem in retrospect
both interesting and instructive, we conclude
with a review of its history.
To our knowledge,the suggestionthat the
earth's figure shows evidence of a faster rotation from the past was first put forward by
Munk and MacDonald [1960a, b] shortly after
the first satellite deterininations of J2o.At that
time, J2owas the only reliably determined coefficient of the geopotential.Values of some of
the other zonal harmonic coefficients(m = 0)
were only beginningto be obtained, and as yet

TOOMRE

(cf. equation 15) from the outset; those and
the more modern values cited in equation 20
determine the above ratio as

+
Even this deflated ratio still implies that the
secondzonal harmonichas an amplitude fully
2.4 times as great as the average (in the rms
sense)of the two sectorialharmonics.It is thus
not surprising that McKenzie [1966], using
Guier and Newton's[1965]coefficients,
estimated
the respective energies to be in the ratio
112/17.8 •--- 6.3 (or roughly (2.4)•), or that

Kaula[1967]stillfeltthattheexcess
•0 probably
'has a specialexplanationassociatedwith the
rotational

deceleration.'

All the above estimatesfailed to reckon,however, with another and more insidioussourceof
bias that is inherent in every sphericalharmonic representation.This is the biasintroduced
by the choiceof the axis.
there were no determinations of the tesseral or
To explain this concisely,let us just postulate
sectorial coefficients(m -f= 0). Thus it was not that the distorttonalenergy of a triaxial ellipimmediately possibleto test whether the excess soid of semiaxes (1 + e•), (1 + e2), and
symmetric flattening about the rotation axis is (1 + •8) is
really much greater than the other departures
E=
• • +• • +• •
(22)
of the earth's figure from hydrostatic equilibrium.

When somemoderatelygood estimates[e.g.,
Kozai, 1962] of those other coefficientshad
becomeavailable,it was MacDonald[1963,1965]
who concludedthat the nonhydrostaticequatorial bulge is indeed the principal distortion.

I-Ieused
essentially
thepresent
J20and((•20)eq,
i,.,
and a J•,. only slightly smaller than that of
equations13 and 16. The ratio of the nonhydro-

static IJ•o'/J•l = 12.0/1.6 = 7.5 cited by

in appropriate units, provided that the strains
e•, e•, and e8 are infinitesimal and e• + e• +
e• -- 0. The departuresof this ellipsoidfrom
the unit sphere can obviouslybe describedentirely in terms of second-degree
surface harmonies,and so, of necessity,can the energy.
Within this framework,considerhow the total
energy E -- 2e• of an ellipsoid of semiaxes
(1 + e), 1, and (1 -- e) shouldbe apportioned
between

the

zonal

and the

other

harmonics.

MacDonald seemedamply to prove his point. First, pick the eventual (1 -- e) axis as the
What then is the sourceof the disagreement? main reference axis for the harmonics, and
Principally, but not exclusively,it is a matter imagine that, the deformation of the original
of normalization: The coefficients J20 and J•
sphereinto the ellipsoidhas taken placein the
refer to an expansionof the geopotentialthat following zonal (i.e., axisymmetric) and nonis similar to equation 14, but in which the Leg- zonal stages'
endre polynomialsare the standard P•o(X) =

«(3x" -- 1), P•(x) '-- 3(1 -- x•), etc. The mean Ellipsoid= Sphereq- («e,«e, --e)
square value of P20(sinqfi)over the unit sphere

q- («e,--«e, 0)
(23)
is 4•-/5, whereasthat of the surfaceharmonic
P• (sinqfi)cos2X is 48•-/5, or 12 timeslarger. The sequenceof thosechangesdoesnot matter.
To remove this prejudice, MacDonald's coeffi- As they are written, however,the first involves
cientratio must be reducedby a factor (12)•'-, or an expenditure of energy equal to (•e)' +
to about 2.2. For this very reason,we ourselves (•e) • + t--e) 2 -- 3e•/2 and the secondonly
have

used

Kaula's

4•r-normalized

harmonics
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From this, it is indeed correct to conclude

course presupposesthat it is not too difficult
for any given rotational bulge to flow into concontains3 times as much energy as the har- formity with a newly desired axis of rotation.
monicinvolvedin the secondtransformation,or The recent acceptanceof the 107-year fossil
6 times as much as the average of both sec- bulgeand of the 'viscosity'of the deepermantle
torial harmonics. Yet, to see that even this that it implies have causedthis mechanismfor
factor of 6 hasnothinglike the significance
pur- polar wandering to fall into disfavor. But now
ported by McKenzie, now view the deforma- that the bulgehypothesisitself has becomevery
tion instead as
suspect,this secondmechanismdeservesto be
that such a zonal harmonic of the deformation

resurrected.

Ellipsoid= Sphereq- (e,

•

--«e)

q- (0, x-e--«e)

(24)

The followingnumericalexperimentillustrates
better than words alone the degree to which
such a hypothesiscomplementsthe impression
that the mantle convection is (1) relatively

Then the first change again involves a zonal
harmonic with energy 3e•/2, and the second disorganizedor chaoticon a global scale,and
changerequiresonly one-thirdas much energy. (2) unsteadyin the sensethat a typical 'eddy'
Note, however,that this predominantzonaland or anomaly evident in the geoid [ef. Kaula,
the lesser seetorial harmonic are now reckoned
1967, Fig. 1] persistsonly for a limited time.
from the eventual(1 + e) axis!
In this experiment,we simulated a randomly
evolving,almostsphericalbody by first generat])iscussiolv
ing a long sequenceof randompoints on a unit
It is understandable that the current wave
sphere (just as for Figure 2). We then assigned
of enthusiasmfor continentaldrift has not yet to the nth point a supposedlyminute reference
embracedthe closelyrelatedhypothesisof polar 'mass' M• ø chosen from a Gaussian distribution
wandering: There has been much temptation with zero mean. Finally, each masswas turned
to regard the polar wandering as merely a on and off gradually accordingto the rule
scaled-up version of the continental drift.
The burden of this paper has been to re=
emphasizethat large relative displacementsof
material

need not be invoked to account for

large shifts in the location of the pole. As we
have reviewed by means of the theorem and
example in the secondsection, quite modest
redistributions

of mass within

the earth

can

give rise to large excursionsof the rotation axis
relative to the entire crust and mantle. On that

hypothesis,the wanderingrotation axis always
approximatesthe 'mostprincipal'axisof inertia
of the densityinhomogeneities
in the convecting
parts of the mantle. (It shouldbe recalledthat
one of the earliesttriumphs of satellitegeodesy
was the demonstration by Munk and MacDonald [1960a] that the differencesamong
the earth's nonhydrostaticmoments of inertia
exceedby more than an order of magnitude

M•(t)M•ø
exp
I--,r(t•55)•'1

This rule was meant to idealizethe growth and
decay of any singledensity anomaly only as it
affectsthe momentsof inertia; hence,we did
not bother to conservetotal massor to spread
the disturbance over a finite area. The constants

were so chosenthat the equivalent duration

f_•,•[M,•(t)/M,•
ø]dt
=1 (26)
for every n and that roughly twenty-five mass
points were 'on' with at least half-intensityat
any given instant. By using a computer, it was
a simple matter to follow the evolution of the
moments A < B < C and of the axes of inertia

of suchan objectwith 'time' t. A fairly typical
(but obviouslysubjective)sampleof the results
continent distribution. Thus the inhomogenei- is containedin Figures3 and 4. Figure 3 shows
ties of the crust, and in particular any relative the continuous random walk of the C axis reladisplacements
of isostaticallycompensatedcon- tive to the underlying sphere, the coordinates
tinents, may be safely ignored in this context.) on that spherehaving been redefinedpost facto
The latter type of polar wandering,as op- so as to place one end of that axis at the 'north
posed t,o the sliding of crust over mantle, of pole' at t = 0. Figure 4 showsthe correspondthe

contributions

calculated

from

the

ocean-
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other: On the one hand, paleoclimatie data
[cf. Blackerr, 1961], the combinedEuropean
and North American paleomagneticdata [cf.
Runcorn, 1965], and studies such as Creer's
[1965] reconstructionof the large movement
of the south pole relative to three southern
continents hint that the last 90ø of polar
wandering occurredduring the past 300 to 500

m.y. On the other hand,the openingup of the

Fig. 3. A simulated curve of polar wandering.
The

meridians

and the circles of latitude

on the

sphere are both drawn 30ø apart. The markers
along the path denote 'time' t _-- 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, etc.

ing history of the momentsA, B, and C relative to their mean, which was held fixed for the
purposeof plotting.
A striking feature of Figure 3 is again the
large amplitude of such polar wandering,but
the time scaleis just as important. As explained
by the fact that successiveversions of our
random body are almost totally uncorrehted
beyondintervalsAt -- 2, we seethat the C axis
moves,say, i radian in typically I or 2 time
units. This impression is reinforced by the
table

Atlantic and the closingof the Tethys Sea since
the middle Mesozoic, the rates of recent seafloor spreading of the order of several centimeters per year, and the 100 m.y. subsidence
of the Darwin rise [Menard, 1965] all point
to significantconvection'cells' or ridge systems
of the recent past as having endured at least

150 m.y. but not necessarily
longerthan•250
Also to be stressed,however, is the great
variability in Figure 3 of the instantaneous(and
even of someaverage) rates of wanderingof the
C axis, despite the fact that the rate of evolution of the mass irregularities themselves is
here statistically quite uniform. This is not a
peculiarity of the chosenexample.It was observed in all other calculations as well. As the

reader himself can verify by referring also to
Figure 4, those rates showa pronouncednegative

correlation

with

the difference

C

--

B.

That inverse relationship merely reflects the
greater ability of slight additionalperturbations
to turn the axes when the moments of inertia

At

(•,)

ß

(xIt)media
n

I

2

3

4

54ø

71ø

77 ø

81 ø

56 ø

67 ø

75 ø

81 ø

are almost equal than when they are not.
Nevertheless,the likelihoodof occasionallarge

Cited there as functions of At are the mean and

the median values of the net angular separa-

c

tions

= oos
of the unit

+ zxt)]

(27)

axial vectors k observed for the

entire run from t = 0 to t = 30 (or considerably
farther than is shownin either figure).
Translated into geologicalterms, the above
illustrates that, on the average, the earth's
rotation pole should have wandered 90ø in a
• =0
2
4
6
5'
/0
/2
time slightly longer than the duration of a
typical convection element. The actual time Fig. 4. History of the moments of inertia of the
scales seem indeed to be so related

to each

body referred to in Figure 3.

POLAR

WANDERING

and rapid swingslike thosenear t -- 3.5 and
t = 11.8, representingvirtual swapsof the C
and B axes,seemsdecidedlygreater here than
in any ordinary random walk. In fact, the full
calculation over 30' time units revealed no fewer
than six distinct instances where ß > 45 ø for
At

=

0.2.

On the other hand, the samevariability also
warns that the pole may on occasionhave
lingeredin somevicinity without implying that
the mantle convection had then become either
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duced relative to Africa, South America, and
even Australia.

Finally, let us reconsiderwhat this presumed
mobility of the pole actually demandsof the
long-termmechanicalpropertiesof the mantle.
As we said before, the great uncertainty that
still plaguesany dynamicaldescriptionof polar
wanderingis the choiceof an appropriatestressstrain relation. Does the earth possessfinite
strength? If not, doesthe rate of strain depend

true in the presentschemeof things). This is
another reason why polar wandering of the

linearly on the stress?
As yet, there are no thoroughly reliable answersto thesebasic questions.Nevertheless,let
us assume,as MacDonald [1963], McKenzie

over-all senseconsideredhere seemspreferable
to the alternative of a really large-scale(meaning n -- i or n -- 2 harmonic) componentof
mantle convection[e.g., Runcorn, 1968]: Even
if such a vast streaming were established,it
seemshard to understandwhy it shouldbe as

[1966], and othershave done,that at least the
major parts of the mantle consistof a homogeneousclassicalfluid of constantkinematic viscosity v. If such an 'earth' were uniform
throughout,its time constantfor the adjustment
of any second-harmonic
distortionswould be

steady or non-existent(althoughthe converseis

erratic

both in its rate and in its direction

as

r• ----(19/2)(•/ga)
(30)
is suggestedby Figure 3 and also, as Runcorn
himself seemsto concede,by the paleomagnetic where g and a are the surface gravity and
data.
radius, respectively. According to McKenzie,
Is there any geophysicalevidenceof the ex- the inclusionof a core of realistic proportions
pectedinversecorrelationof the rate of wander- shortensthis time by a factor 1.4, and the asing with C• -- B' (in the terminology of the sumptionthat the top 300 to 1000 km can likeprecedingsection)? Unfortunately, we do not wise support no sensibleviscousstressreduces
know the past history of that differenceof the it further by as much as an order of magnitude.
nonhydrostatic moments of inertia. However, To err on the safe side,however,we adopt
judgingfrom the present•' -----% and especially
from the fact that the presentrms value
r• __--•
2½lga)
(31)
-'•

+

+

where v now refers only to the deeperparts of

C9.9.

the mantle.

+
•

)/s]

(28)

2.4 X 10-ø

of the secondharmonic coefficientsof the geopotentialmatchesK•la's [1967] 'rule of thumb'

• • 10-'/n'

(29)

for the coefficientsof higher order, one would
guessthat the rate of polar wanderingin, say,
the last 100 m.y. has perhapsbeen slightly less
than the historical average. This, too, is consistent with palcomagneticdata [cf. Runcorn,
1965] as far back as the Cretaceous.At any rate,
there is no geologicevidenceof any recentpole
travel as vigorous as the 90ø motion over

roughly a 200-m.y. span from the Silurian to
the Permian, which Creer [1965, Fig. 9] de-

This time constant is relevant to polar
wanderingbecausethe distortion resultingfrom
a changeof the axis of rotation (like that from
a changeof the rate of spin) involvessurface
harmonicsonly of degreetwo. It is not sufficient,
however, that this value just be shorter than
the time scaleof the contemplatedpolar wandering. A much more stringent requirement,as
Gold [1955] and othershave noted,is that the
angular rate of viscouspolar wandering,

•.• = -h•/[r•,(C-

A)],

(a2)

that would result from torques associatedwith
the largest possibleproduc• of inertia, say h,
(or ma• sin Oocos Ooin McKenzie's notation),
of the density inhomogeneitiesthemselvesmust
at least equal the desiredrate •.
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It seemsunreasonableto expect l• to have
exceeded•/• (C' - A') from equation21. Hence,

< «[(c'-

A')/(C-

on the earth'saxisof rotation, Phil. Trans.Roy.
$oc. London, A, 167, 271-312, 1877.
Gardner, C. S., Adiabaticinvariants of periodic
classicalsystems,Phys.Rev., 115, 791-794,1959.

Gold,T., Instabilityof the earth'saxisof rotation,
Nature, 175, 526-529, 1955.

• 6 X 10-s12•w
-•

Guier, W. H., and R. R. Newton, The earth's
gravity field as deduced from the Doppler
tracking of five satellites,J. Geophys.Res., 70,

and it follows from equation 31 that

r < 1.5 X 102 c.g.s.,

(34)

if it is assumedthat 12p• -- 1.3 X 10-• see-•,
wh}ch correspondsto 90ø of travel in 400 m.y.
This new upper bound to the effectivekinematic viscosityof the lower mantle is approximately a factor 40 lower than McKenzie's estimate, which assumedthat • -- 10* years. Our
reduced value would, however, permit only a
very sluggishand delayed responseof the rotation •xis to the wanderingof the 'most principal' axis defined by the evolving inhomogeneities. The apparent, non-uniformity ,of the recordedrate of polar wanderingthereforeargues
that

TOOMRE

a reasonable maximum

to the effective

r

4613-4626, 1965.

Haskell,N. A., The viscosityof the asthenosphere,
Am. J. Sci.,33, 22-28,1937.
Henriksen,S. K., The hydrostaticflattening of
the earth, Ann. Geophys.Yr., 12(1), 197-198,
1960.

Inglis, D., Shiftingof the earth'saxisof rotation,
Rev. Mod. Phys.,29, 9-19, 1957.

Jeffreys,H., The Earth, 4th ed., CambridgeUni.•
versity Press,New York, 1959.

Jeffreys,H., On the hydrostatictheory of the
figureof the earth,Geophys.
J., 8, 196-202,1963.
Kaula, W. M., Tesseral harmonics of the earth's

gravitational field from camera tracking of
satellites,J. Geophys.Res., 71, 4377-4388,1966.
Kaula, W. M., Geophysicalimplicationsof satellite determinationsof the earth's gravitational
field, Space$ci. Rev., 7, 769-794,1967.

may be yet another order of magnitudesmaller. Kozai, Y., The potential of the earth derivedfrom
Even the latter limit still exceedsby more than
satellitemotions,Proceedings
o] IUTAM Symposiumon the Dynamicso] Satellites,Paris,
two ordersof magnitudethe viscosityestimated
Springer-Verlag,Berlin, 1962.
for the upper manfie from the rebound of FenKoziel, K., Differencesin the moon'smoments of
noscandia [Haskell, 1937; McConnell, 1965].
inertia,Proc.Roy. Soc.London,A, 296,248253,
1987.
These reduced estimatesof the viscosity also
remove McKenzie's objection to the thermal Kulsrud, R. M., Adiabatic invariant of the harmonic oscillator,Phys. Rev., 106, 205-207,1957.
convection of the lower mantle. But it is not
L. D., and E. M. Lifshitz, Mechanics,
for us to speculatewhether such deep convec- Landau,
PergamonPress,Oxford, 1960.

tion does in fact occur.
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